SAFETY

EROAD DRIVE BUDDY
Drive Buddy protects your drivers and your business
with in-cab, easy-to-understand feedback in real time.
Drive Buddy’s positive reinforcement helps drivers avoid
speeding events, harsh braking, accelerating, sharp
cornering, and unnecessary engine idling.
A trusted companion for safer drivers
Complying with all health and safety requirements while
working in a fast-paced environment can put a lot of
pressure on your business.
EROAD’s in-cab Drive Buddy supports your drivers with
visual, easy-to-understand messages.
Drive Buddy's real time feedback and alerts provide
drivers with valuable insights that enable them to develop
and maintain good driving habits, helping you to protect
your drivers and business.
With Drive Buddy on the team, good driving just becomes
a habit.

KEY BENEFITS
Support driver safety Access to multiple
driver-centric applications on single
device reduces distractions
User friendly Easy to understand system
of green/amber/red icons displays
accurate vehicle speed
Encourage improved driving Support
proactive driver improvement with
informative, positive feedback
Lower costs Reduce the risk of penalties
for speeding, and improve fuel efficiency
by alerting drivers of speeding, harsh
braking, sharp acceleration and idling
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KEY FEATURES

›› In-vehicle companion for

continuous driver support

›› Large visual display showing
calibrated, accurate speed

›› Visual, real-time feedback to help
drivers avoid speeding, harsh
braking, sharp cornering, and
unnecessary engine idling

"It’s really easy for our drivers because it sits in the cab and
acts as a guide for them when they’re on the road. They don’t
have to do anything; when they turn the truck on, Drive Buddy
is on and giving them feedback. We’ve seen a huge, huge
decrease in speeding events since we installed Drive Buddy."
Lajanne Smith, Senior Projects Manager
NZL Group

One end-to-end solution
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your RUC compliance, health and safety, and fleet management, helping
you efficiently utilise your capital and reduce the costs associated with fleet operations and management.
EROAD offers a complete suite of user-friendly compliance and telematics solutions, including driver safety tools
and reports, vehicle maintenance, and fuel and fleet utilisation reporting. EROAD’s independently proven, secure
platform guarantees accurate data that you can rely on to provide insight and competitive advantage.

See www.eroad.co.nz/products, or call 0800 4 EROAD for more information.

